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REGIONAL ENERGY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 1 

 2 

MONDAY, January 11, 2016 3 

 4 

The meeting of the Regional Energy Committee was held at Northwest Regional Planning Commission 5 

in St. Albans, VT.  At 5:45 PM, B. Buermann opened the meeting.   6 

 7 

ATTENDANCE: 8 

Commission:  Buermann, Bob ; Bilodeau, George ; Bothwick-Leslie, David ; DeBevec, Dennis 9 

; Leach, Christopher ; Irwin, William ; Voegele, Albin ; Speer, Neal ;  Larocque, Alisha ;  10 

Scangus, Laz ; Garrett, Harold ; Raley, Mike .  11 

 12 

Staff:  T. Newton and C. Dimitruk 13 

Guests: N. Garland  14 

 15 

Welcome and Introductions 16 

 17 

Changes to Additions to the Agenda:  18 

T. Newton asked to add an agenda item to review recommendations created by the Solar Siting Task 19 

Force that will be submitted to the Legislature.  20 

 21 

Review of Minutes 22 

 23 

No comments. No Quorum. 24 

 25 

Review of Public Input – Regional Energy Generation Maps 26 

T. Newton reviewed the requested changes to the regional energy generation maps.  This included 27 

moving habitat blocks (with rankings of 8 to 10) and 100 year floodplain from secondary resources to 28 

primary resources.   The Committee reviewed Solar Map #4 that displayed these changes.  T. Newton 29 

noted that Solar Map #4 also displayed a ½ mile buffer from transmission lines and 3-phase power 30 

lines to approximate areas where a solar facility could be economically viable.  T. Newton asked if the 31 

Committee wanted to prioritize future solar facility development in these areas versus other prime 32 

solar areas without primary or secondary resources.  The Committee discussed the issue.  B. Buermann 33 

stated that he felt that the areas within the buffers shouldn’t necessarily be prioritized over other 34 

prime solar areas without primary or secondary resources.  The Committee agreed. 35 

 36 

The Committee discussed scale of proposed solar facilities and the pros and cons of different facility 37 

sizes.  It was noted that larger facilities may have greater infrastructural challenges and would 38 

potentially be more aesthetically displeasing.  The Committee also noted that smaller facilities may 39 

impact more people because they are spread out over a larger geographic area.  However, the 40 

Committee discussed that smaller facilities may provide less infrastructural challenges and may provide 41 

greater energy security due to its distributed nature.  D. Borthwick-Leslie noted that regardless of size, 42 

those facilities located closest to public roads were the most controversial due to their impact on 43 

aesthetics.   44 
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 1 

C. Dimitruk noted that the Committee had not addressed protecting archeological resources, 2 

particularly in the Monument Road area in Highgate.  The Committee stated that this issue should be 3 

addressed in the regional plan, but can’t be mapped on the renewable energy generation maps due to 4 

the sensitivity of the information.   5 

 6 

The Committee reviewed Wind Map #4 and determined that it was sufficient for use in the plan.   7 

 8 

The Committee clarified that it was OK with wind and solar facility development in areas with 9 

secondary resources provided that the impact to those resources were properly mitigated.  The 10 

Committee agreed to talk about mitigation strategies at a later date.   11 

 12 

The Committee reviewed a new map showing the municipally-designated conservation planning areas.  13 

T. Newton noted that some municipalities do not designate conservation areas in their plan.  He also 14 

noted that some municipal conservation areas are more restrictive than similarly titled areas in other 15 

municipalities.  C. Dimitruk encouraged the Committee to allow staff more time to review how to 16 

integrate these areas into the renewable generation maps.  The Committee discussed the possibility of 17 

using the information for just a few of the municipalities, such as Enosburgh.  W. Irwin asked if those  18 

conservation areas that have been long designated conservation should be provided extra weight.  The 19 

Committee decided to allow staff to provide a more detailed proposal about how to integrate this 20 

information into the maps at the February meeting.   21 

 22 

T. Newton displayed the newly created population density maps to the group.  He explained the 23 

parameters used to create the map and asked how the Committee would like to use the information.  24 

W. Irwin noted that there were preferred setbacks from wind facilities based on noise.  He said he 25 

would provide more information and documentation to the staff.  C. Dimitruk said that Bennington 26 

RPC had used buffers from E911 points instead of a population density map to help inform their wind 27 

generation maps.  D. DeBevec noted that perhaps the population density maps, as created, provided 28 

too much detail and agreed that the similar buffer approach may provide better information.  T. 29 

Newton said that he could talk to Bennington RPC and utilize their methodology.   30 

 31 

B. Buermann requested a map showing the public electric utility service areas.  C. Dimitruk noted that 32 

each map, and the plan, should have disclaimer regarding the accuracy of the data used to create the 33 

map. 34 

 35 

Solar Siting Task Force 36 

C. Dimitruk introduced the Solar Siting Task Forces’ recommendations to the legislature.  She 37 

highlighted several changes that would positively impact the RPCs and the municipalities.  H. Garrett 38 

asked for more information about the composition of the task force. The Committee also discussed 39 

proposed changes to the state net-metering rule.  C. Dimitruk asked Committee members to get her 40 

comments regarding the task forces’ recommendations by Wednesday, January 13th.  41 

 42 

VEIC Modeling 43 

The Committee did not discuss additional changes to the VEIC LEAP model. 44 
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Next Steps 2 

The Committee discussed looking at the current sources of electricity used by public utilities in the 3 

region and discussed highlighting electricity sources that are “historically renewable” or “non-fossil 4 

fuel” generated electricity.   5 

 6 

The Committee decided that its next meeting would be at the NRPC office on February 22nd at 5:30 7 

PM.   8 

 9 

Adjourn 10 

H. Garrett motioned to adjourn.  W. Irwin seconded.  The motion passed.  The meeting adjourned at 11 

approximately 7:30 PM.  12 


